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minutes)Directions: This part is to test your ability to construct

grammatically correct sentences. It consists of 2 sections.Section

ADirections:In this section, there are 10 incomplete sentences. You

are required to complete each one by deciding on the most

appropriate word or words from the 4 choices marked A) , B) , C)

and D) . Then you should mark the corresponding letter on the

Answer Sheet with a single line through the centre.16. Mary is the

kind of person who always seems to be____a hurry.A) on B) in C)

with D) for17. This time next week I’ll be on vacation. Probably I

____on a beautiful beach.A) am lying B) have lainC) will be lying D)

will have lain18.____, we went swimming in the river.A) The day

being very hot B) It was a very hot dayC) The day was very hot D)

Being a very hot day19.She didn’t go to the cinema last

night,____she had to finish her term paper.A) as B) if C) till D)

though20.I have found some articles ____ the harmful effects of

drinking.A) being concerned B) concerned C) to concern D)

concerning21.So loudly ____ that people could hear it out in the

street.A) did the students play the music B) the students playing the

music C) the students played the music D) have the students played

the music22.At the international conference, the famous scientist

gave an excellent report ____ on his recent experiment.A) basing B)

based C) to be based D) to base23.There are so many dresses there



that I really don’t know ____ to choose.A) whether B) when C)

which D) why24.I think that Anna is____ far the most active

member in our group.A) with B) at C) as D) by25.I’m still unable

to make myself ____ in the discussion, which worries me a lot.A) to

be understood B) understanding C) understood D) understand
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